Abstract. This paper gives an analytic characterization of those dynamic systems whose graph of trajectories is a tree.
Let X be a C°° dynamical system on a connected manifold Jt of dimension « ä 2. Let A be the algebra of real-(or complex-) valued C °° functions on J(. The usual differentiation d maps A to the A -module M of Cx 1-forms. We shall regard X as the usual first order differential operator of the type X= 2 ai{x)8¡8xi in local coordinates. If w is a 1-form, denote by {X | w> the contraction such that, if vf = 2 bt{x) dxl, then (X | w> = 2 a'ft^ft) in local coordinates. Denote by M0 the submodule of M that consists of all w e M, such that (X | w> = 0 or, equivalent^, such that the integral J" w vanishes along any arc of trajectory of X. Use dx to denote the derivation which is the composition We propose to study the dynamical system X through the algebra A equipped with the derivation dx.
From the point of view of an algebraic homotopy theory suggested in [1] and [2], the "simplest" kind of derivations dx should be those such that the sequence dx 0->K->A->MX->0 is exact, where K denotes the field of real-(or complex-) numbers. The precise meaning of the exact sequence is that, given any C"° 1-form w, the first order partial differential equation Xu=(X \ w} has a unique C "-solution u on the manifold Jt up to a difference of a constant. We weaken this condition by allowing C°-solutions and call a dynamical system satisfying the weakened condition an exact dynamical system. The precise definition of the derivative Xu will be explained in the sequel. It can be shown to be the derivative in the sense of distribution.
Throughout the paper, we shall assume that Zhas only a finite number of critical [June points, each of which is hyperbolic, and also that each trajectory y(t) of A'is defined for all t, -co<t<oD. (A critical point p is hyperbolic if each of the eigenvalues of the linear part of X at p has nonzero real part.) Our main result is the next geometrical characterization of exact dynamical systems.
Main Theorem. A dynamical system X is exact if and only if the following conditions hold for either X or -X: (a) the manifold Jt is the union of the stable manifolds of the critical points, (b) each of the stable manifolds is embedded in J/, (c) the graph consisting of critical points and séparatrices is a tree.
Note that, if X is exact, then the manifold is necessarily noncompact. Another corollary of the theorem is that each of the stable manifolds must be of dimension either« or n-1.
1. Denote by T(t) the group of diffeomorphisms of Jt generated by X. In other words, if p g Ji, then y(t) = T(t)p is the trajectory of X such that y(0)=p. For any real-(or complex-) valued function u on Jt, define Xu to be the function on Jt such that
In proving the necessity part of the main theorem, we shall capitalize on the idea of .^-positive 1-forms. AC00 1-form w is said to be ^-positive about a point peJf,iî(X\ w) ïï 0 everywhere in Jt and > 0 at p. If p is not a critical point, we can always construct an Z-positive 1-form about p having support in an arbitrarily small neighborhood of/?.
Observe that, if w is an Z-positive 1-form then, the integral J" w is nonnegative along any arc of trajectory of X.
We shall more than once make use of the observation that, if all trajectories (of X) passing through a given neighborhood of/; have both empty a-and co-limits, then there exists a nonconstant C°° first integral, i.e., a nonconstant Cm function /on Jt such that A/=0. A separatrix will be meant to be a trajectory, whose a-and co-limits are both critical points. The 1-dimensional complex consisting of critical points and sépara-trices will be called the separatrix graph (of X).
We shall not distinguish between a trajectory y: R^-Jt and the set y(R), when there is no ambiguity.
The proof of the necessity part of the main theorem will be divided into several propositions, some of which can be stated under a weaker hypothesis.
2. Proposition. If X is exact, then the w-(a-) limit of each trajectory either consists of a critical point or is empty.
Proof. Suppose that p is a noncritical point of the co-limit of a trajectory y. Since p belongs to the cu-limit of y, we conclude that lim w = go.
On the other hand, since X is exact, there exists a continuous function u such that Xu=(X | h>>. This implies that u{y{t)) = u{y{0))+¡ w^co
as / -> co, which is absurd. Investigating further in this direction, let us define the notion of tu-ft-) related limit. Definition. A point q e Jt is an tu-ft-) related limit point of a trajectory y if, given any neighborhood of y(0), there exists a trajectory which passes through a point of the neighborhood and whose w-ft-) limit contains q.
Proposition. If X is exact, and if a trajectory y has empty tu-ft-) limit, then y has no tu-ft-) related limit point.
Proof. Suppose that q is a critical point which is an w-ft-) related limit point of y. Then there exists a sequence {pm} of points of Jt convergent to y(0) such that lim T{tm)pm = q m-* oo for some sequence of real numbers {tm} that tends to co.
Let V be a neighborhood of q whose closure is disjoint to the set y{R). Let ft be a neighborhood of y{i), i= 1,2,... as «i -> oo.
On the other hand, there exists a continuous function « with Xu = (X\ w). This leads to the contradiction that, as m ->■ co, u{T{tm)pm) = £/(ym(im)) = wftm)+ w -> oo.
Corollary. If X is exact, then every trajectory has either an w-limit point or an a-limit point.
Proof. Let y be a trajectory whose co-and a-limits are both empty. Thenp=y(0) has a neighborhood such that every trajectory that passes through it has neither w-nor a-limit point. Hence there exists a nonconstant C °° first integral, which is absurd.
We reach the conclusion that, if X is exact, then Jt is the union of stable and unstable manifolds of the critical points.
3. Proposition. If X is exact, then both the stable and unstable manifolds of each critical point are embedded in Jt.
Proof. Let <j> : Rm -> Jt be the immersion of the unstable manifold of a critical point p such that <p(0) =p. There exists a neighborhood F of 0 in Rm such that every trajectory, after leaving ci F, will never return to </> V. We may further demand that the closure F is compact and that the restriction of c4 to a neighborhood of F is an embedding.
Suppose that <p is not an embedding. Then there exists a sequence {x¡} in Rm bounded away from y e Rm such that {</>x¡} converges to <j>y in Jt. We may assume that y e V. Otherwise we may replace y and x¡ respectively by <f>~1T( -r)<f>y and <p~1T( -t)c4x¡ for some sufficiently large t. Since <f> restricted to Fis an embedding, only a finite number of c4x¡ may lie in <f> V. Set a¡ = sup {t : T(t)<pXt e <j>V}.
The sequence {xj may be chosen such that {<f> ~ 1r(ai)cixi} converges to z, which lies on the boundary of V. Let y be the trajectory given by y(t) = T(t)<j>y. Then the set y(( -co, 0]) does not contain </>z. Set yi(t) = T(t)(pxl. Let Y=W+ n W~ be the common boundary. Every trajectory y lying in F has at least one a-related limit point as well as one ^-related limit point. It follows from §2 that y can be either a separatrix or a critical point. Consequently Y consists of a finite number of connected components, each of which is a finite tree. Since it is impossible for V to separate Jt, one of W+ and W~, say W+ , must be empty. This implies that every trajectory must have at least one ^-related limit point and therefore a tu-limit point. Hence Jt is the union of the stable manifolds of X.
Remark. If Jt is the union of stable manifolds, then the unstable manifold of each critical point can be only of dimension 0 or 1. Otherwise, there would be infinitely many séparatrices. Therefore Jt is actually the union of stable manifolds of dimensions « and « -1.
5. We conclude the necessity part of the proof of the main theorem by the next proposition.
Proposition. If X is exact, the separatrix graph is a tree.
Proof. Assume that Jt is the union of the stable manifolds of X. It suffices to show that the separatrix graph A is connected. Let A' be the union of a number of connected components of A, and A", the union of the remaining connected components of A. Denote by W' {W") the union of the «-dimensional stable manifolds whose critical point belongs to A' (A"). Set Y=W n W".
Suppose that both A' and A" are nonempty. Then F is nonempty. If a trajectory is contained in Y, its tu-limit point also belongs to Y. Since there is no simple closed separatrix polygon in T, there must be a critical point p in Y such that there is no separatrix from p that is contained in F. This means that the 1-dimensional unstable manifold ofp is entirely contained in, say W', and intersects W" at the point p only. On the other hand, since p belongs to F, there are trajectories lying in W", which pass by the hyperbolic critical point p arbitrarily closely. It is clear that one of the two séparatrices must lie in W". This is a contradiction. Hence A is connected.
6. For the purpose of proving the sufficiency part of the main theorem, we give the next lemma.
Lemma. Let a critical point p of X be a sink, andw, aC" 1-form, then the function u such that u{q) is equal to the integral j w along the arc of trajectory from the sink p to q, is continuous about p.
Proof. Let x=(x1,..., xn) be a system of local coordinates about/? with x{p)=0.
Write g(x) = (X\ w}. Then g(x) = 0(||x||), and, there exist p.>0 and C>0 such that, for points q about p, \\x(T(t)q)\\ ï C\\x(q)\\e-^, t ^ 0.
The function u is explicitly given by the integral
whose existence and continuity in q are guaranteed by the above inequality. Proof of the sufficiency part of the main theorem. We shall assume that J( is the union of the stable manifolds of the critical points of X. Since the separatrix graph is a tree, the unstable manifold of each critical point can be of dimension at most 1. Moreover there must be critical points which are sinks.
If/is a first integral, then/must be constant on each stable manifold and along the separatrix tree. Consequently/must be a constant. Assign to each critical point and each separatrix a weight in the following manner :
(a) The weight of a sink is 1.
(b) Each separatrix has the weight of its co-limit point.
(c) The weight of a critical point, which is not a sink, is equal to the sum of the weights of the two séparatrices, which make up its 1-dimensional unstable manifold.
Let w he a C°° 1-form. Choose a sink/7, and define a function u on the separatrix tree by u(q) = w Jp integrating along the separatrix tree. Since the value of u is given at each critical point, we may extend u to the stable manifold of the critical point. Therefore u is well defined on Jt. It follows from the lemma, that u is continuous about any critical point which is a sink. The function u is continuous at a point q, if it is continuous at T(t)q for some value.of t. It is not difficult to verify that u is continuous at q if u is continuous at the critical point that is the co-limit of the trajectory passing through q. Therefore we only have to verify the continuity of u at each critical point. This can be done by induction on the weight of critical points. Hence the main theorem is proved. 7 . We now return to the notion of an exact dynamical system in the strong sense, i.e., a dynamical system X such that, given any C°° 1-form, the partial differential equation
has a C° solution u which is unique up to a difference of a constant.
Theorem. A dynamical system X is exact in the strong sense if and only if Jt
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use is either the stable or the unstable manifold of a single critical point, about which the partial differential equation admits locally a C° solution for any given C"° \-form w.
We shall only give a brief sketch of the proof: The sufficiency part is clear. For the necessity part, let us suppose that Jt is the union of stable manifolds of critical points. One only has to verify that there is no critical point that is not a sink. Suppose the contrary. Let the critical points be given weights as before. There must be a critical point p of weight 2. The unstable manifold of p consists of p and tv>o séparatrices whose respective tu-limit points px and p2 must be sinks. Choose a point q on the first separatrix and an Z-positive 1-form w with support lying in a sufficiently small neighborhood of q. Let u be a C°° solution of (1). About p, the «-1-dimensional stable manifold is the common boundary of the respective «-dimensional stable manifolds of px and p2. The function u is constant in the latter but not in the former. Construct w such that u is not differentiable at p. Thus we obtain a contradiction.
Remark. An example of a sink, about which the partial differential equation (1) admits locally aC° solution for any given C*° 1-form w, is the origin of X= -a 2"=i x'S/Bx' with a>0. Is any sink satisfying the above condition C°° equivalent [3] to this one ? Bibliography
